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petitor's airplane for his charter operations. 1 asked him why and got the expected "cost too much" answer first. He then told me he couldn't af- ford our airplane ... 
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LAMINAR FLOW FUSELAGES Do They Pay or Cost? BY JAMES E.TERRY



things like that. At the second company I worked for the standard Bruce Carmichael has been an advo- baggage compartment door had to accate of laminar flow for airplanes for commodate the company president's quite a few years. He has recently pub- golf clubs and he was a tall man with large clubs. This applied even if the lished a book on the topic, Personal Aircraft Drag Reduction, and more re- baggage compartment was in the nose. cently written an article on laminar Keep in mind also that everything we flow fuselages, Minimizing Fuselage built had a v i o n i c s racks, heaters, Drag (see Sport Aviation, August radomes, and other assorted things re1996). He points out in both documents quiring access panels in the nose if it that it will be necessary to remove the had a nose instead of an engine in propeller from the nose to achieve the front. Add to this that everything was best results. I wrote Bruce a letter say- built of riveted sheet metal for most of ing my experience in configuration my career and you should get the idea design showed all was not gold in using that laminar flow for wings wasn't a the pusher configuration and asked him hot topic around the office and 1 never how to do it properly. He suggested heard it mentioned for fuselages at all. writing my observations for other peoMy first experience with a pusher concept came about 1970 when an enple to consider . . . so here goes. First, let's establish that there is a gineer, not in the preliminary design big difference between special purpose group, drew a high wing, twin engine airplanes, including high performance pusher. He had the artists make a rensailplanes, and general purpose air- dering which looked very good. planes. If you are trying to sell Management said this was wonderful airplanes for a profit, you must appeal and commissioned a survey to get the to the widest group of customers pos- public's reaction. An oversized postsible. You d o n ' t know what these card was sent out to potential customers want to do with your air- customers showed an oversized planes until you watch them. One of postage stamp sized view of the renmy trips took me to Vermont where I dering along with a similar sized met one of our dealers. He had a com- rendering of a conventional low wing petitor's airplane for his charter tractor twin. The people were asked operations. 1 asked him why and got which they preferred and why. The rethe expected "cost too much" answer sponse was overwhelming in favor of first. He then told me he couldn't af- the pusher with all the usual reasons, ford our airplane even if the purchase lower noise, better efficiency, etc. price was right because he couldn't put There was, however, one little proba body into the airplane. A body on a lem left for us in the p r e l i m i n a r y stretcher could bs passed through the design group to solve. The airplane baggage compartment door on the was hopelessly out of balance and competitive a i r p l a n e and could be that's the primary topic for the discustransported home either for further sion below. I w i l l touch on the treatment or burial. No one in our mar- efficiency, noise, and other pertinent keting department ever told me about topics also.



INTRODUCTION



PUSHER EXAMPLE For simplicity, let's consider a single engine airplane and restrict the discussion to propeller driven airplanes. Business jets are generally pushers for other reasons that are stronger than these factors. Neither the sketches nor numbers used in this example should be thought to represent any airplane ever built, about to be b u i l t , or on somebody's sketch pad. The sketches and numbers were created from thin air for this example. The weight data were grouped into segments that can be moved as groups as shown in Figure 2. Weight and center of gravity locations for each segment are listed in Table 1. Next payload variations were defined to allow checking the loading extremes expected (see Table 2). The resulting CG diagram for the baseline configuration is shown in Figure 3. Note that the airplane tends to load aft as passengers and baggage are added. This is typical of 4-place airplanes with the main spar under the front seat. A number of production airplanes have spars under the rear seat and tend to have relatively far forward CG locations with only the front seats loaded. Several of these airplanes have forward swept wings.



They may not look that way since the leading edge is perpendicular to the airplane center line but the aerodynamics and structure believe it is forward sweep. The airplanes with constant chord wings tend to have the spars located at 40% to 50% chord in



order to move the aerodynamic center forward. SPORT AVIATION 95
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Figure 2, Weight Segments



Figure 1, Baseline Airplane Sketch



AFT ENGINE PUSHER The engine and propeller are moved to the aft end of the airplane. You will note that a number of problems have



not been solved. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the problems, not to complete designs. For example, the



landing gear and propeller position



haven't been adjusted to obtain the necessary propeller clearance for rotation. Also, empennage size may have to change. Moving the propeller from the front to the back is stabilizing but extending the nose is destabilizing. For



this study, the empennage is being kept the same. A nose was added to the airplane replacing the engine and cowling. This nose was assumed to weigh 25 pounds or about .57 Ibs./sq. ft. of surface area. A barrel section was added



airplanes that he did not enjoy flying. Static stability can be maintained by increasing the size of the empennage so that the product of the area times the arm stays constant, neglecting the effect of downwash and sidewash. Dynamic stability tends to vary with the tail arm squared so tends to degrade as the moment arm is decreased. I am not a fan of short moment arms.



Segment



minimum flying condition. This was to



match the aft CG of the baseline configuration but I didn't go to fractions of an inch to get it exact. The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 4. The forward CG travel is clearly unacceptable as shown in Figure 5. I know there was a kit plane with an aft engine location on the market a few years ago. It was a close coupled, short tail moment arms, and had a prop shaft extension that was about twice what the engine manufacturer would approve according to people I talked to. I asked one of the investors in the program about the short moment arms and he told me the handling qualities were great. Later, a well-known aviation writer wrote that this was one of the very small number of 96 MAY 1997



maintenance access would be better there than for a more forward position. A driveshaft was added with weight assumed to be 20 pounds. This is a guess but at least puts some weight in this lo-



CG



Weight



. . . . . . . 53



NLG and Battery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 . . . . . Powerplant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480. . . . . Cabin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 474. . . . .



. . . . . . . 83 . . . . . . . 78 . . . . . . 149 . . . . . . 157 . . . . . . 247



Wing and MLG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 8 . . . . . Aft Fuselage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 7 . . . . . Empennage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 0 . . . . . Empty Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 1 0 . . . . CG in %c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 . 1 3



. . . . . . 308 135.24



Table 1



fuselage and this section was assumed to weigh about 1.0 Ibs./sq. ft. with the



section. The length of this section was adjusted to keep the most aft CG between 36% and 37% mac for the



The engine was moved to just be-



hind the wing on the premise that



Prop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 7 . . . . .



between the cabin section and the aft



CG of this section at the center of the



PUSHER WITH ENGINE BEHIND WING



Payload Pilot Copilot 3rd Passenger 4th Passenger



Baggage



Fuel Total Payload



Payload Pilot Copilot 3rd Passenger 4th Passenger Baggage Fuel Total Payload



Max Crew Min Fuel 143.0 . . . . . . 170 .. . . . . . . 100 ... . . . . . . 100 .... ..... 200 . . . . 200 143.0 . . . . . . 170... CG



179.5 179.5 203. 157.



Base Load



Min Load



Min Crew Max Fuel



......170 . . . . . . 170



. . . . . . 200 . . . . . 50 . . . . . . 360 .. . . . . . . 5 0 . . . . . . . . . . 360. 450 . . . . . 1240 . . . . . . . . 150 ... . . . . . . 460 . . . .



Max Crew Max Fuel



Max Aft Max Aft Max Weight Min Fuel 200 . . . . . . . . . . 200. . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . . . . . . . . . 100 200 . . . . . . . . . . 200. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8 0 . . . . . . . . . 180 . . 200. . . . . . . . . . . . 200 . . . . . . . . . 200 . , 200. . . . . . . . . . . 200 . . . . . . . . . 200 ... 80 . . . . . . . .... 200 . . . . . .... 200 360 . . . . . . . . . . 360. . . . . . . . . . . 360 . . . . . . . . . . . 50 930 760 . . . . . . . . . . 1240. . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 4 0 . . . . . Max Crew



Max Weight



Table 2
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Figure 3, Baseline C.G. Travel



baseline. Obviously the other configurations shown had both higher wetted areas and weights than this configuration. I believe it would be difficult to achieve enough drag reduction due to laminar flow to offset the added wetted area, added weight, and complexity of the configuration. Just so you don't think I'm too stupid, 1 know that the airplane drawn does not have a laminar shape but it is unlikely that a laminar shape would reduce the wetted area or weight. And it certainly doesn't change the facts of CG location and travel. Before we leave this topic, notice that the propeller would not allow normal rotation for takeoff or landing. One way to improve this is to move the engine and propeller up as shown in Figure 10. Here the upper fuselage line is continued aft from the cabin top to raise the propeller as much as possible without making the aft fuselage banana shaped. The ground line shown is the same angle as for the baseline airplane set with about 6 inches propeller clearance. You will note that the



Figure 4, Pusher with Aft Engine Location



cation. The driveshaft would require some kind of bearing and support at the aft end and a torsional vibration absorber on the front end so I doubt that the weight would be less than this. Again the barrel section was varied until the aft CG was at the desired location and the results are shown in Figure 6. CG travel is shown in Figure 7. This is much improved and has a usable CG travel but there is still excess space between the engine and the baggage compartment. One more iteration was made to minimize the added fuselage wetted area and weight.



PUSHER WITH MINIMUM FUSELAGE BARREL SECTION The engine position and barrel section length were both varied until there was no excess space between the engine and the baggage compartment. The result is shown in Figure 8. CG travel for this airplane is shown in Figure 9. This shows the CG travel to be less than for the baseline. However, the airplane weighs 128 pounds more than the basehne and the fuselage wetted area is about 1/3 more than the
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Figure 5, C.G. Travel for the Pusher with Aft Engine



Figure 6, Pusher with Mid Engine Location



"We've been reading —and shopping— the Flyer for years. After the military, I found a Tri-Pacer in the classifieds, and got the kids started flying. Later, a new Mooney...and some goodies for the panel while my son was in electronics school...Shelley, my daughter, got her multiengine time instructing for a flying club she found in the Flyer. "From airplanes to radios, the Flyer has it all."



Call 1-888-99-FLYER for 3 free issues!



main wheels are about 16 inches off the ground requiring longer and heavier landing gear legs, shortening the aft fuselage with the stability and control considerations mentioned, or additional shafts and gearboxes to offset the propeller. Also note that the aft fuselage is rather sharply upswept. If the flow is attached to the aft fuselage and the wing is generating lift, then there is an upwash flow between two downwash flows. Mother Nature will create a vortex on each side of the fuselage to make sure there are no holes in the sky and those are drag. I mentioned one pusher airplane study above but over my 25 years in general aviation about 19 of those in preliminary design studies, many pusher configurations were studied. All came to this same conclusion whether they were multi-engined or single engine. During one study, our people talked to a number of people with experience with driveshafts and/or remote gear boxes and all said don't use them unless absolutely necessary. Molt Taylor would have told us differently. Some additional anticipated problems with pusher configurations are propeller erosion and foreign object damage, more difficult engine cooling, more difficult engine access, and more difficult fire protection for the engine compartment. It has been commonly stated that pusher propellers are more efficient and quieter than tractors. NASA has shown in wind tunnel tests and confirmed in flight tests that pusher propellers are noisier than tractors if any wakes pass through the propeller. The wake also increases propeller blade stresses. It is difficult to determine true propeller efficiency from flight test data but some tests we did led us to believe that propeller efficiency was lower for the pusher propellers we tested.
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We also studied canard configurations. It is true that the fuselage wetted area may be smaller but in every case we studied the total wetted area was larger by the time we accounted for external fuel tanks (strakes ) and solved the field length problems. Obtaining laminar flow on the fuselage is
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Figure 7, C.G. Travel for Pusher with Mid Engine Location



Figure 8, Pusher with Minimum Fuselage Barrel Section



not likely with the canard on the forward fuselage either.



SUMMARY My question to Bruce was, in different words, how do I achieve a laminar flow fuselage achieving a net gain in aircraft performance for a gen-
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Figure 9, C.G. Travel for Pusher with Minimum Fuselage Barrel Section



Figure 10, Raised Engine and Propeller



eral purpose airplane? At this time, my answer is, I don't know. Early in my preliminary design career I told people I had learned two things from my studies. They were: 1. Why the conventional airplane is conventional. It works. 2. The three most important factors in aircraft design are:



a. Weight ' " '""• b. Weight ' • • • c. Weight After studying pusher configurations and more than 20 years additional experience, I still know why the conventional is conventional but would change the three most important factors to weight and balance. *



BRUCE CARMICHAEL'S RESPONSE



im Terry has provided a valuable service to EAA aircraft designers in emphasizing the need for investigating all aspects of balanced design when considering inclusion of an unconventional design feature such as a pusher prop location. His many years of real aircraft design experience rapidly produced weight, balance and wetted area comparisons of three pusher configurations compared to a conventional tractor where all cases were four-place single engine aircraft. In addition he headed off arguments from pusher canard fans. He has been down that road and found the canard inferior to tail at the rear when all aspects are considered. He does leave the door open for special purpose aircraft as demonstrated by Ed Lesher's Teal racer with prop behind the tail.



In answering Jim's question, "How would one achieve a net performance gain from a laminar forward fuselage in view of balance problems, possible increase in total wetted area and possible decrease in pusher propeller efficiency," I fall back on special purpose aircraft such as the Teal and Lars Giertz's V-Max Probe (see March Sport Aviation). Even here, we must count on the prop efficiency not being too seriously degraded and also on the absence of heavy bug strikes which can cause large drag increases when significant laminar surface area is lost, as calculated for the V-Max Probe in my recent book. Sailplanes have steadily improved in performance through continuous in-



creases in laminar flow. Some kit powered aircraft are now achieving im-



proved performance through use of laminar wings. Jim has pointed out some serious problems of the pusher configuration as required if we arc to achieve a laminar forward fuselage. These appear to be fundamental for multi-place general aviation aircraft where large variable payload muse be considered. The broader design lesson from Jim's paper is to carefully compare all aspects of a proposed diversion from conventional aircraft configuration



for your particular application before venturing forth. Prop in front, tail in back is common to most aircraft because it works so well. Even should Lars Giertz demonstrate exceptional speed on low power, one must not blindly apply the configuration outside the specialized category without very careful trade off studies. SPORT AVIATION 99
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